
The Work of Kenneth Guy
by MARK D. TOMASKO @

Ken Guy at his desk working on the vignette for a U.S. West stock certificate, one of the Bell System companies.
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K EN guy did not grow up with the ambition to be an
outstanding bank note engraver. In fact, up to his
middle high school years he wanted to be a veterin-

arian and was concentrating on biology courses. Fortunately
for the engraving world, he switched in his junior year of high
school from biology to art. His uncle, Fred Graham, was an ac-
countant at American Bank Note's Bronx plant and arranged
for an introduction in 1943. American Bank Note Co. (ABNCo)
had suffered some major losses in its picture engraving depart-
ment between 1940 and 1943. Edwin Gunn, the head of the
Department, had died in October 1940, Wesley Jerndal in
January 1942, Sidney Smith in August of 1942, and Louis Del-
noce in April of 1943 while at work in the plant. None of these
men were retired at the time of their deaths. The remaining ex-
perienced picture engraving men included Bill Ford, who be-
came Department head, Harold Osborn, Elie Loizeaux, Cliff
Dawson, Bill Jung, Joe Keller, Arthur Vogel, Leo Kauffman and
Warrell Hauck. Robert Savage was in ill health and died in July
1943.

Ken Guy originally spoke with Arnold Reece, the Manager of
the Engraving Department at the Hunt's Point plant, as well as
Henry Treadwell, the ABNCo Vice President in charge of the

plant. Since a picture engraver's apprenticeship took about ten
years, the Company made a major investment in the in-
dividuals chosen for these positions. For Ken, the combination
of good artistic ability combined with an introduction by a
relative, in addition to the crucial coincidence of appearing
when American's picture department was in need of additional
engravers, resulted in Ken Guy being hired as an apprentice en-
graver on September 13, 1943.

There was a problem right at the outset, however. Ken Guy
was left-handed. And there were no left-handed engravers. He
was fortunate, however, in having Bill Ford as his superior.
Ford, the head of the Department after Gunn died in 1940, was
himself a "leftie," but had been forced to engrave with his right
hand. He decided to let Ken Guy learn to engrave with his left
hand, and Ken believes he became the first left-handed picture
engraver. In reviewing his work it becomes obvious that being
left-handed is no handicap.

Ken had only completed one year and one month of his ap-
prenticeship when he was inducted into the Army on October
20, 1944. He served in the tank corps in Europe. In January of
1946 he returned to the Bronx to continue his apprenticeship.
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PACIFIC NORTHWEST BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
THIRTY- SEVEN YEAR 41/2% DEBENTURE,

DUE DECEMBER 1, 2000
PACIFIC NORTHWEST BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of

Washington (herein referred to as the "Company"), for value received, hereby promises to pay to
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During those apprentice years, the engraver learns the various
cutting and etching techniques, starting with scroll work and
gradually working up to doing reductions of larger vignettes, fre-
quently for bond coupons. Ken was trained to be both a cutter
and an etcher, unlike in earlier years when there was more of a
tendency to be one or the other. For example, the man he was
hired to replace, Louis Delnoce, was a very good etcher.

In 1949 Ken did a reduction of a large ABNCo vignette of a
female justice figure seated between two globes (Fig. 1). The die
proof carries the interesting notation "I congratulate Kenneth
A.L.S. 11/4/49!' A.L.S. are the initials of Albert L. Schomp, then
president of ABNCo, and the comment demonstrates both the
attention paid by the president of the company to the develop-

ment of picture engravers, and the degree to which Ken had
progressed. Although a "practice" job, it was good enough to be
put into stock as V-92309. Ironically, however, Schomp's con-
gratulatory message was never shown to the young apprentice.
Perhaps they were afraid it would go to his head, or worse yet,
that he might ask for more money. Ken Guy did not see the no-
tation until 44 years later.  
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Fig. 2.

There is a stamp Ken did before his apprenticeship ended, in
1953, which is worthy of mention. It is the 25-cent Haiti Special
Delivery stamp issued on May 4, 1953 (Fig. 2, enlarged 150%).
Particularly noteworthy are the tiny motorcyclists on the right
in front of the building.

Fig. 3 illustrates the vignette that marked the end of Ken
Guy's apprenticeship in 1954. He did the familiar black phone
for the Bell System. This bond, a Pacific Northwest Bell Tele-
phone Company registered debenture, has all the engraving in
blue, including the vignette, with the title and text done by
lithography.

In 1958 Ken had his first chance at a large bank note vignette.
At this time bank note work was in less demand as more and
more countries bought their own Giori presses and started their
own currency manufacturing operations. Stock and bond vig-
nettes were by far the most common work for the post war pic-
ture engravers at ABNCo. Fig. 4 illustrates the 1958 200 dong note
from the National Bank of Vietnam. Ken Guy's engraving of the
bank's building, a large piece of etching, is excellent.
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Fig. 4.

Very soon after the Vietnam bank note vignette was com-
pleted Ken did another fine piece, which is primarily etched. It
is a vignette that is well known and liked by stock and bond
collectors: the Horseshoe Bend at Altoona special vignette for the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company's new stock certificate (Fig. 5).
He engraved the entire vignette, except for the winged mercury

figure. The 1950s were a difficult period for ABNCo in terms of
artwork for their stock (i.e., not special for a particular cus-
tomer) vignettes. Alonzo E. Foringer had died in 1948, and they
experimented with other artists. One was a man named Jean
Van Noten, an artist noted for his Belgian stamp designs. Fig. 6
shows the Van Noten drawing, which Ken Guy engraved (Fig.
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6a shows the engraving). Ken improved on the original artwork
by altering the harsh features of the man's face, the hill in the
background, and the woman's appearance, but it is still an awk-
ward piece of art, proving that even an outstanding engraver
can only do so much with a poor subject. I have never seen this
vignette used.

Another artist of the 1950s was Ohrvel Carlson, who did four
"space age" paintings for ABNCo in the latter part of the decade.
Ken Guy engraved one of them. Fig. 7 shows the vignette on the
Perkin Elmer stock certificate. It is a good engraving, but the
artwork looks quite dated now.

By the early 1960s ABNCo finally achieved success with a vig-
nette artist named Robert Lavin. Lavin, about whom I intend to
do a separate article, became one of the company's most suc-
cessful vignette artists. The vignettes were generally attractive,
relatively current, yet reasonably timeless, and had good "color"
(tone) range. ABNCo picture engravers finally had some good
material. Ken Guy engraved a number of the Lavin paintings.
Lavin No. 6, as used on the Cyclops stock certificate (Fig. 9),
was his first Lavin vignette, and dates from the mid-1960s. With
the gear turned into a railroad wheel it becomes the vignette
for the Union Pacific. A sampling of his other Lavin vignettes

Postage stamps were an infrequent but welcome job for
ABNCo picture engravers. Besides the Haiti Special Delivery
stamp mentioned earlier, Ken Guy did some others in the earlier
years. Most notably, he engraved seven stamps of the Cathedral
set for Panama in 1964, specifically, the cathedrals in Rome (St.
Peters), Peru, Portugal, Mexico, Holland, Russia, and Hungary
(Fig. 8). Stamp assignments were a welcome break for picture
engravers because they could be done much more quickly than
stock certificate or bank note vignette. Each vignette for the
Panama cathedral took roughly five to seven days to complete.

includes Lavin No. 25, as shown in its original form in Fig. 10,
the Wyly Corporation stock certificate. This vignette has been
customized on occasion by placing other objects between the
hands of the female figure, ranging from a globe, to a city, to a
ship container. The facial portrait on this figure is particularly
good; the larger size of the figure in this vignette gave Ken more
to work on. Lavin No. 29 is another Ken Guy engraving, and
Fig. 11 illustrates its use on a Great Lakes International stock
certificate. One of the most heavily used of the Guy-Lavin vig-
nettes is Lavin No. 48, shown here on Computervision's stock

(Enlarged 150%)



INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF
THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

THIS CERTIFICATE IS TRANSFERABLE IN
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PAR VALUE $1.00
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certificate (Fig. 12). Its heavy use on certificates of a number of
companies is probably due to the conceptual diversity it
illustrates—country/city, white collar/blue collar, male/female,
and white/black. The figures in Ken's vignette have also been

modified and rearranged for a variety of special versions of this
vignette. It is a well-engraved, very effective vignette, and one of
the few Lavin vignettes to show four good-sized figures.

While bank note work was less common for the postwar
generation of picture engravers than it had been for the prewar
generation, Ken still did some fine portraits for bank notes.
One of his best was done in the 1960s for Brazil, the portrait of
Santos-Dumont on the Banco Central 10,000 cruzeiros note
overprinted to equal 10 new cruzeiros, Pick 189b (Fig. 13). It is
a portrait in the traditional, high-quality style of ABNCo pic-
ture engravers. In the early 1970s Ken did the portrait of
Rodrigo Facio Brenes on the Costa Rican 10 colones note (Fig.
14). Probably one of the larger human portraits that Ken en-
graved, its very subtle "interdot" engraving gives a very light and
fine tone to the face. Ken also did another fine, large portrait for
the 50 colones note in the same series for Costa Rica. The last
bank note piece to be mentioned is Ken Guy's portrait of "Baby
Doc" (Jean Claude Duvalier) on the Haiti 10 gourde note of
1984 (Fig. 15). This is a smaller, very good portrait, but worthy
of mention primarily because of the numerous changes re-
quested by the client, particularly to make him appear younger
and less heavy. The final portrait was very complimentary to
"Baby Doe

ibitINTEWISTANITINALlif lam
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Special vignettes for the stock certificates of specific cus-
tomers were one type of work which kept picture engravers oc-
cupied at ABNCo. Ken Guy engraved the vignette for the
Oneida Ltd. stock certificate (Fig. 16). The portrait is John
Humphrey Noyes (1811-1886), the controversial founder of the
Oneida Community, one of the early utopian groups. The
challenging part of this engraving was the fact that the artwork
was a picture of a bronze bust superimposed on a photo of the
building. The certificate, by the way, was done in the 1960s and
is an interesting example of an early modern certificate design,
breaking out of the standard "picture frame" border for stock
certificates.

Another special vignette is one of Ken Guy's favorites, the
sailing captain at the helm done in 1983 for the Fleet Financial
Group, Inc. The portrait is very good, and while the "boom"
looks perilously close to the captain's head (not Ken's doing),
the treatment of the sky, water and ships is very pleasing. The
result is a fine engraving of an attractive piece of artwork
(Fig. 17).

Some engravings presented more of a challenge than others,
and the special vignette for the Bell System of the woman
standing by the pay phone, (Fig. 18), was one of them. The
challenge was how best to do a polka dot dress in a line and dot
(engraving) technique. The answer was not circles, but spaces



created by lines—an artful solution resulting in a masterful vig-
nette. The engraving shown is for a registered debenture of the
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, but it also appears on
other former Bell System subsidiary bonds.

Ken Guy worked on a wide variety of engravings during his
career at ABNCo, from tiny stamps to large stock certificate vig-
nettes. Three large special jobs, however, should probably be
remembered as among his best and most distinctive, and I
would like to use them to conclude this very brief review of Ken
Guy's work.

The first is a large oval portrait of a woman seated in a wicker
chair. The woman is Mrs. Roland Sahlm, the wife of the
Chairman of Elixir Corporation, the company for whose certi-
ficate the portrait was engraved (Fig. 19) in 1972. Fig. 19a shows
the original photograph, an intermediate progressive state, and
the finished engraving. The technique on the wicker is note-

Fig. 18.	 worthy, and Ken's efforts at correcting a photograph that is too
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dark and too light in key places is outstanding. It is one of his
best pieces.

The second engraving is similarly a masterpiece. It is the por-
trait of Mary Kay, which appears on the Mary Kay Cosmetics,
Inc. stock certificate (Fig. 20). Ken did a beautiful job capturing
the essence of Mary Kay. While the darkness of the fur
presented a challenge for the intaglio medium, the texture of
the face makes this perhaps Ken Guy's finest portrait, the hair
is outstanding too. Mary Kay herself was reportedly very
pleased with the portrait.

Fig. 20a.

The third piece is the Spirit of '76 done in 1974, in anticipa-
tion of the American Bicentennial. It was done from a Lavin
painting, Lot No. 1 in the American Bank Note Company Ar-
chives sale at Christie's on November 28, 1990 (mistakenly un-
attributed and just listed as "American School"). It is a fine
modern interpretation by Bob Lavin of what is close to an
American icon image. Ken Guy's rendering in steel enhances
Lavin's artwork and captures the revolutionary spirit. The en-
graving took six months to complete. It appeared in the 1974
Company Annual Report, a United States Postal Service Com-
memorative stamp panel, and elsewhere (Fig. 21).

All of the work described in this article was done while Ken
worked for ABNCo. What has been discussed here represents
only a tiny portion of his over forty years' work at ABNCo, but
it is representative of his work over the span of his career there.
At some point I hope to refine and eventually publish a
reasonably comprehensive list of Ken Guy's work for ABNCo,
but that is a task for another time.

In 1986 Ken retired from ABNCo, having watched the com-
pany go from being the premier firm of its kind in the world to
a struggling company which had liquidated a significant part
of its assets. After Ken's retirement, ABNCo had only one pic-

Fig. 21.

ture engraver in its employ. Four years later the firm was pur-
chased by its major competitor in the stock certificate business,
United States Banknote Corporation.

Today Ken Guy is still active, doing free lance work for
Northern Bank Note Company. When U.S. Banknote acquired
ABNCo, Northern Bank Note Company re-entered the busi-
ness of doing fully engraved stock certificates for companies
listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Ken Guy, along with
his old apprentice-days colleague John Wallace (about whom
I intend to do an article also), is building the vignette library of
Northern Bank Note.

Ken Guy is one of the few surviving engravers of the postwar
generation who trained under the master, Bill Ford, at ABNCo
(John Wallace is another). That training process was the old ap-
prentice system. It was a system that took young high school
graduates and turned them into very good picture engravers. In
Ken Guy's case, the system produced a great engraver. ■

A LUCKY PURCHASE
A man in N.Y. recently bought a clock at auction for fifty cents.
About a week ago he sold the clock to another man, who, after
taking it home, discovered that a looking glass in the back of
the clock was broken. He took out the glass to have it replaced
by a new one, when he discovered notes of the Bank of England
to the amount of ten thousand dollars. It is reported that the
heirs of the estate to which the clock belonged are going to
commence an action for recovery of the money.—Hastings
(Minn.) Independent, Nov. 10, 1859.
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